Kingdom Card Almanac
Ancient Techniques
Immediately look through the Craft discard pile and take one
Craft Card for free.
The Craft discard pile is made up of all the Craft Cards that
were discarded at the end of each season. You can use
Ancient Techniques to take a discarded Spring/Summer
Craft Card or a discarded Autumn/Winter Craft Card.
Note that when the Summer ends, any cards still in the draw
deck are removed from the game, and are not available to get
with Ancient Techniques.

end of the game.
The 2 extra Craft cannot make a Standard weapon Vorpal;
it’ll still be defeated by a Vorpal weapon as normal.

Berzerker
Place a Berzerker token on any of your Weapons on the
board. The Weapon it opposes, as well as the two Weapons
to its left and right, are considered to have 2 fewer Craft,
regardless of their owners.

If the Berzerker is placed
on the first or last spot of
a region, then it will only
affect two weapons: the
weapon across from it,
and the weapon adjacent
to it.

The contents of the Craft discard pile are public to all
players for the entire game.

Bait and Switch
Sell a Weapon into a space that doesn't match its type for $1
less.
This card lets you sell a different weapon to a space than the
weapon they want. For example, you can sell a Battleaxe to a
Mace space. This card does not let you sell to a space locked
by a face-down Demand Chip.

The Berzerker penalties
apply regardless of when that weapon is sold, as long as the
Berzerker tile is there.

If you take this card, you must use its power.

The Berzerker tile stays on the board until the end of the
game or the weapon it’s attached to is defeated.

You cannot use this card with a Forge and Sell action.

Bard
Put a Bard token next to any weapon you have on the board.
It is considered to have 2 extra Craft. If it survives to the end
of the game, get $5, and take 2 extra Defeated Weapons.
If the weapon with the Bard token is tied or defeated, then the
Bard token is removed from play. The player with the
winning weapon does not get to collect it.
The only way to get the $5 and 2 Defeated Weapons from
the Bard is to have it attached to one of your Weapons at the

If the weapon that the Berzerker is attached to is defeated, its
effect still lasts for the remainder of the Season. But the
player winning that battle takes the Berzerker tile and places
it face-down in their Defeated Weapons section. It is worth 1
Defeated Weapon.

Blackmail
Immediately get money.
The sole purpose of this card is the immediate $5 it offers.

Bleeding Edge
You win ties in all battles for the rest of the game. If two of
your Weapons tie, you decide the result of the battle. If you
didn’t tie at all after each Season’s battles, get $1.
If you were not involved in any ties in a particular Season of
battles, get $1.

Bribery
Immediately take a Forge and Sell action with a Master
Craftsman card you don’t have. If another player has that
Master Craftsman card, pay that player $2 extra; otherwise,
pay $2 extra to the bank.
You will pay $2 extra to take this card. You’ll either pay it to
a player who has the Master Craftsman card you want to use,
or pay it to the bank if no one has taken it yet.
You may use any Master Craftsman card, even a card
another player has used this Season. If you use another
player’s Master Craftsman before he uses it, your use does
not flip it; he may still use it later this Season.

Broken Ring – Left Half
When performing the Forge Weapons or Forge and Sell
actions, name one Weapon type. You pay $1 less for every
Weapon of that type you forge this turn.
For example, on a given Forge action, you may announce
“Swords”. Any Swords you forge in that action will cost $4,
minus any other discounts you get. On a future action, you
may announce a different weapon, and get the discount for
that weapon instead.

Broken Ring – Right Half
You may perform the Forge and Sell action for any weapon
once per season. If you have both halves of the ring, you may
perform the Forge and Sell action more than once per season.
If you do, you can’t use the discount from the Left Half of the
Ring.

Ring. This makes the Forge Weapons action only useful if
you want the Left Half ring discount.

Clearance Bargain
You may sell as many weapons to supply (not the board!) as
you’d like. Collect the flat Base Forge cost for each weapon.
You get the full Base Forge amount ($5 for a Standard
Weapon, $15 for a Vorpal Weapon) regardless of the
discount you got for forging the weapon. So you may be able
to make a small profit from these sales.
Remember: You are selling directly to supply, not the board!
You get no money from Reward Tiles for any of these sales.

Completely Reputable Loan
Immediately get money and take the Loan tile. If you do not
have the single highest total of Defeated Weapons at the end
of the game, discard all your Defeated Weapons tokens and
lose $5.
At the end of the game, you must have the single highest
total. If you’re tied for first, that’s not enough!
You lose your Defeated Weapons before the Defeated
Weapons endgame bonus is calculated.
For example: Albert has the Loan. Albert and Betty finish
with 11 Defeated Weapons each, and Caroline finishes with
7 Defeated Weapons. Because Albert doesn’t have the
single most Defeated Weapons, he loses all his Defeated
Weapons and $5. Betty gets the $15 bonus for most
Defeated Weapons, and Caroline gets the $7 bonus for
second place.
If you have the You W ill Know M e By M y Brand
Name card and the Loan but you fail to score the most
Defeated Weapons, you will score nothing for the Brand
Name card, because you will have already lost all your
Defeated Weapons.

Desperate Times

If you don’t have the Left Half of the Ring, you get one Forge
and Sell action for any weapon each Season. Rotate this card
to show you’ve used it.

Discard one Reward Tile. You may immediately make two
sales now, so long as one is to the race whose tile you
discarded.

If you have both halves of the Ring, you may Forge and Sell
each turn, but without the discount from the Left Half of the

If you pick up a new Reward Chip for a race in the first sale
you make, and you are able to make your second sale to the
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same race, you may get money from the new Reward Chip for
the second sale.
You may not use this ability when performing the Forge and
Sell bonus action.
In a 2-player game, Salesman Steve will sell twice as well,
once after each of your two sales.
If you don’t have two weapons to sell, you forfeit the
remaining sale. You cannot save it for a future action. If you
don’t have any weapons to sell, discard the card, end your
turn, and contemplate the choices you made in your life that
brought you to this point.

Drive the Workers
Immediately take two consecutive actions. You may not take
any further actions for the rest of the season! If the end of
season has already been triggered, pay $5 to take this card.
If the end of the season has not yet been triggered, this card is
free to use. If the end of the season has been triggered, you
must spend $5 to use this card.
If you take a Craft Card or a Kingdom Card in your first
action, you do not refill them between actions; they only get
refilled at the start of a player's turn.

Double Talk

If you pick up a new Reward Chip for a sale in your first
action, you may use that Reward Chip for a sale in your
second action.

Immediately perform a Sell action. Take Reward Tiles from
your spaces of both races involved in this battle. You may
only take this card if you can take both tiles.

Extra Material

In other words, if you are selling to the Elves or the Dwarves
in the Forest in a 4-player game, and there are both Elf and
Dwarf Reward Tiles available for your color, you may take
this card just before you make the sale to take both the Elf
and Dwarf Reward Tiles.

If you have forged 3 weapons during a Forge Weapons action,
you may Forge an extra Standard Weapon for free.
You may use this card's power if you forge three weapons on
the same Forge Weapon action. The levels of the three
weapons you forged doesn't matter, but the fourth weapon
this card provides must be a Standard weapon.

If in the above example, there was a Reward Tile available for
only one of those races, you would not be able to take this
card.

You must have at least one level of Craft for the fourth
weapon.

Dragon

Extra Time

Put the Dragon tile on any locked weapon space. Only a
Vorpal weapon may be sold to the space with the Dragon.
The player who sells there gets the Dragon token, which is
worth 3 Defeated Weapons.

Either get $4 and end your turn, OR, if the end of Season
hasn’t been triggered yet, pay $2 to discard a chip from the
center of the board and take another action.

The Dragon may only go on a locked space. It goes right
above that weapon.
The space the Dragon tile is immediately occupying is the
space that will only take a Vorpal weapon. The space across
from it is unaffected.
If someone sells to the space across from the Dragon, it does
not move the demand chip to the middle of the board.
In a 2-player game, Salesman Steve may not sell to the space
with the Dragon.

This card allows you to choose to extend the length of the
season, as long as the end of the season hasn't been triggered.
If there are no Demand Chips in the Season area, the first
Demand Chip to go to the Season area this season will get
discarded. You can keep track of this by keeping the Extra
Time card in the Season area, and discarding it along with
the first Demand Chip that appears. You still must pay $2.
Do not draw a new Kingdom Card before taking your next
action. Kingdom Cards are only drawn at the beginning of a
player's turn.
If there are three or more Demand Chips in the Season area,
you may not discard a Demand Chip. The end of the season
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cannot be un-triggered! Instead, you may simply take $4 from
this card and end your turn.

Extra-Crafty
After taking a Craft Card, you may spend $3 to immediately
take a second Craft Card.
Do not re-draw a new Craft Card before using this card. Craft
Cards are only drawn at the beginning of a player's turn.

Factory Workers
Immediately perform a Forge Weapons action. You may
spend up to $10 less on the total cost of your action. You
must discard any single Craft Card.
Your Craft Level will go down corresponding to the card you
discarded; be sure to show your new Craft Level on the
Craft Tracker.
The discard happens after your Forge action, so if you drop
from 5 levels of Craft to 4, then you may forge a Vorpal
weapon in that Craft. Any Vorpal weapons you have already
forged are unaffected (other than probably losing to other
Vorpal weapons), but you may not forge Vorpal weapons in
that Craft in the future until you get back to 5 levels of Craft
or higher.
You cannot discard the Craft you started the game with.
If this drops you from Level 6 to a lower level and you had the
Master Craftsman card, it goes to the player with the single
highest level of Craft in that Weapon, as long as that player
has 6 or more levels of Craft in that Weapon. If there’s a tie,
or if no other player has 6 more levels of Craft, return the
Master Craftsman card to the table. It will go to the first
player who gets 6 or more levels of Craft in that Weapon and
has the single most levels of Craft in that Weapon.
You may not use this action with a Forge and Sell action, just
a Forge Weapons action.

Fortune of Soldier
Immediately sell a Vorpal Weapon with at least 7 levels of
Craft directly to supply. Get $25.
Since you are selling directly to supply, you will get no
bonuses from Reward Tiles.
You may not use the Forge and Sell action for this card; you

must already have the weapon forged from a previous action.
In a 2-player game, this sale does not trigger Salesman Steve.

Gnomes
Immediately get $2 for every Standard Weapon you have on
the board.
You get nothing for Vorpal Weapons. If you have Sorceror
tiles on your weapons, they are Vorpal, not Standard!

Greased Wheels
Perform a Sell action. Take the Reward Tile from supply, not
your space.
Perform a sell action, but take the Reward Tile for that race
from the stack of tiles, not from your space. It doesn’t matter
whether or not there is a Reward Tile available for you for
that race. This card may allow you to get two Reward Tiles for
a race in the same season.

Hidden Stash
Get $7 at the end of the game.
This card is only useful for endgame scoring.

Hoarder
You may hold 2 additional Kingdom Cards. Also, only once
in the game, you may take a Kingdom Card after one of your
actions.
If you took this card, then your Kingdom Card limits,
including the Hoarder card, would be:
•

Spring: 4 cards (3 cards plus the Hoarder card)

•

Summer: 5 cards (4 cards plus the Hoarder card)

•

Autumn: 5 cards (4 cards plus the Hoarder card)

•

Winter: 6 cards (5 cards plus the Hoarder card)

Additionally, after you take an action, you may flip this card
to take a Kingdom Card action (i.e. take another Kingdom
Card). Do not draw a new Kingdom Card before taking your
next action. Kingdom Cards are only drawn at the beginning
of a player's turn.
You only get the extra Kingdom Card action once in the
entire game. You do not lose the extra Kingdom Card
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capacity if you take the extra Kingdom Card action.
You may take this card even if you are already at the
Kingdom Card limit.

Instigator
Once per season, get $3 when one of your sales directly
moves a chip to the middle of the board.
The sale that moves the chip must be yours. It’s best to rotate
or flip the Instigator card after you collect the money to show
that you got the bonus each Season. You can rotate or flip it
back at the beginning of the next Season.
You get this bonus if you made the sale with a Sell Weapons
or a Forge and Sell action.
In a 2-player game, you don't get the $3 if Salesman Steve's
sale moves the chip, even if your sale triggered Salesman
Steve's sale.

Investment Opportunity
Immediately put money on this card when you take it. Every
full $15 you put beneath this card counts as $25 at the end of
the game.

shift the remaining Craft Cards over, but keep the Kobolds
card on the board. If the card is on the rightmost Kingdom
Card space at the end of a Season, it gets discarded as
normal.

Localized Need
Take any of the Localized Need Reward Tiles (Forest,
Mountains, Grasslands, Deserts) available on the board.
The player who takes this card takes any Reward Tile still on
the board.
The Reward Tiles for specific locations give you $1 bonuses
every time you sell to a specific region, in addition to the
Reward Tiles you get for selling to a given race. For example,
if you have the Desert Reward tile, you will get an extra $1 for
each sale you make to the Desert, regardless of whether you
sell to the Orcs or the Hobgoblins.
There is only one Reward Tile for each location. The
Localized Need cards are the only way to get them.
You must keep the Localized Need card for the rest of the
game. It will count against your Kingdom Card limit!

More Localized Need

You must put money beneath the card immediately when
you take the card. It's only useful to put multiples of $15
beneath the card, since only full values of $15 pays the extra
money.

Immediately buy a Localized Need card and tile from
another player for $2. You must give this money to the player
you're buying the card and tile from.

You can't add money on the card later, nor can you spend
the money on the card.

The player you are buying the card and tile from cannot
refuse the sale. Remember, you’re buying their card as
well, so you must have room for it!

Note that the Secret Council card is no longer in the game,
so you can no longer fish for this card close to Winter.

Kobolds
Immediately Sell a Standard Weapon directly to this card for
$11. It must not match a type already on this card. Don’t
discard this card after it is chosen, unless it has all 4 Weapon
Types on it.
This card never goes in front of a player. It only gets
discarded either when it has all 4 Weapon types on it, or at
the end of a Season.
In a 2-player game, selling to this card does not trigger
Salesman Steve. Also, this card is not discarded if a player
selects the corresponding Craft Card. If that happens, just

If you are taking a tile still on the board, you do not need
to keep any Kingdom Cards for that tile.

Necromancer
Immediately flip up to two of your Defeated Weapons to
their face-up sides and put them in your Forged Weapons
area for free.
Of course, you will not score at the end of the game for the
Defeated Weapons you flip unless you defeat them again.

Only Dropped Once
Every time one of your Standard Weapons is defeated, you
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may immediately spend $8 (minus discounts) to replace it in
your inventory.
You use this card in between seasons, during battles. If you
choose to spend the $8, the victor of the battle still keeps the
defeated tile face-down in front of him, as normal. You take
the new weapon tile from stock and put it face-up in front of
you with one of your cubes on it, as if you had just forged it.
If you have Craft Cards that give you discounts, apply them
to the $8. So if you have a single-coin discount, each weapon
purchased through this card would only cost $7 each.

Scavenger
“Get $1 every time one of your Weapons is defeated in
battle, to a maximum of $3 per Season.”
You only get the benefit of this card in between seasons,
during battles. You do not get the $1 bonus on ties; your
weapon must be defeated outright. It doesn’t matter if your
weapon is defeated by one of your weapons or an opponent’s
weapon, though.

Outsourcing

It’s helpful to put any money gained from this card directly
on it during battles, and then move that money to your cash
on hand at the end of the Season. This way, if you ever have
$3 on the card, you know that you can’t gain any more money
from losing weapons this Season.

“Immediately Forge Weapons. One Weapon must be a
Vorpal Weapon you have fewer than 5 levels of Craft in.”

Secret Deal

You cannot use this power in a tie, only in an outright defeat.

This card lets take a full Forge action in which you forge a
single Vorpal Weapon that you would normally be able to
make only the Standard versions of. Note that in battle, you
will still probably have relatively little Craft for this weapon,
so try to not go against another Vorpal weapon!
You cannot use this card with a Forge and Sell action.

Paladin
Put 3 cubes on this card. You may spend them during a
single battle. Each cube counts as one level of any Craft.
Discard this card once the cubes are all gone. You may
choose the order of battles as long as you have this card.
For example, you are in a battle where you have one fewer
Craft than your opponent. You may spend one cube to tie
your opponent in this battle, or two cubes to win the battle.
That boost only applies to this particular Weapon tile; you
will have to spend more cubes if you want to boost other
weapons’ levels in other battles.

Peace Treaty Souvenir Stand

Choose a Reward Tile from supply for a race you don’t
already have a Secret Deal with. Put it on this card. Get $1
now and $2 at the end of the game for every other Reward
Tile you have from this race.
For this card, you will get money when you take it and money
at the end of the game. The Reward Tile you choose to put
on this card is only a marker; you don’t ever count it for the
purposes of getting money after a sale, or as one of the tiles
that pays out for the Secret Deal. Its only role is to mark the
race you chose for the Secret Deal.
If you pick up more than one Secret Deal card, you can’t
choose a race you already have a Secret Deal with.
When calculating endgame Secret Deal money, always
include the starter Reward Tile printed on your player board.

Sensitive Secrets Sold
Cash in all your Reward Tiles for a single race for $2 each.
The tiles you cash in must be for the same race.

Slush Fund

Move a Demand Chip from a previous Season into one of
the current Season’s spaces. This may trigger the end of the
current Season.

Immediately get money. This card remains available after
someone uses it.

You can choose any Demand Chip from any previous
Season; the only thing that matters is that this Season is
closer to ending.

This is the only D card. It never leaves the table, even when
players use it. It exists to allow players to choose to take $2 at
the end of the game if there are no other good options
available.
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Sorceror
Put Sorceror Tokens on up to 2 of your Standard Weapons
on the board. They’re now considered to be Vorpal. At the
end of the Season, after battles and repairs, remove the
tokens; the weapons are Standard again.
The boost from the Sorceror counts for Repair money, so if
they survive, your Weapons with Sorceror tokens will get you
$3 instead of $2.

Weapons and you did not have the most or second-most
Defeated Weapons, you would get $9.
If you finish with 9 points of Defeated Weapons and you did
get the most or second-most Defeated Weapons, you would
get $4, in addition to whatever Defeated Weapons bonus
you got.

If a player defeats a weapon with a Sorceror, they take both
the defeated weapon and the Sorceror tile face-down. This
gives them exactly as many Defeated Weapon points as if
they’d defeated a Vorpal Weapon.

Traveling Salesman
At the end of the game, get $3 for every unique race with a
surviving Weapon of yours, or $3 for each unique location
you have a surviving Weapon in.
You choose which of the two bonuses you get. For example, if
you have weapons with the Orcs, Hobgoblins, and Elves ($9
bonus), and you have weapons in the Dungeon and the
Forest ($6 bonus), you would choose the first bonus and get
$9.

Wizard
Put a Wizard token on any weapon you have on the board. It
is considered to have 4 extra Craft. If it survives to the end of
the game, get $7.
If the weapon with the Wizard token is tied or defeated, then
the Wizard token is removed from play. The player with the
winning weapon does not get to collect it.
The only way to get the $7 from the Wizard is to have it
attached to one of your Weapons at the end of the game.
The 4 extra Craft cannot make a Standard weapon Vorpal;
it’ll still be defeated by a Vorpal weapon as normal.

You Will Know Us By Our Brand Name
At the end of the game, if you did not get money for
Defeated Weapons, get $1 for each point of Defeated
Weapons you have. If you did, get $1 for every 2 full points of
Defeated Weapons you have.
For example, if you finish the game with 9 points of Defeated
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